
As we enter the second semester it always feels like a bit of a slog. We 
have had a very busy but delightfully successful first semester and we have 
all worked hard, both tutors and students. 

July always means the depths of winter in the southern hemisphere and 
working while others are playing in their summer holidays for those of you 
in the north. Study can sometimes seem a serious and demanding business! 

In this our 25th year of operation we have also come of age and are taking life much more seriously!  We 
are being treated as an adult by students and academic colleagues around the world and this can only 
enhance the status, value and portability of the qualifications that we offer you in reward for all your hard 
efforts. 

One of the most demanding tasks we have completed this year has been the transfer of all our papers to the 
Moodle platform and I would ask all of you to work with us in making sure that this is the highest quality 
product. We recognise that there are still some minor but annoying trivial errors and sometimes major 
glitches in our content and delivery and I will be really grateful if you would draw these to my attention so 
that these can be fixed as quickly as possible. 

Our next major task is to increase the level of research activity amongst staff and students and we are 
pleased that this year we have two full time PhD students on campus in addition to our distance research 
students. We can see a growth in research energy which is extremely important to the way we are 
perceived by employers and other academics as a truly 
research-informed institution. Our student numbers are 
burgeoning and our international focus gets stronger 
every year. 

It is rewarding that we continue to be a success story 
when both the University of Otago and economies 
around the world appear to be struggling to re-establish 
themselves after the 2008 recession. We are seeking to 
boldly go where no academics have been before in 
terms of the programme of which you are a key part! 

Beam me up Scotty! 

Best wishes to all and keep on trucking! 

 
 
Rob Griffiths 
Academic Co-ordinator 
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No rest for the boss—Rob is still working over dinner 



Residential Schools:  
Taking the Distance out  
of Distance Learning 
By David Powell 
 
Once a year, for a week, we organise a major 
residential school for up to 40 distance students from 
around the world. The venue changes every year, and 
so does the programme. The emphasis of the school 
is on-site visits, and we cater for our three subject 
streams of occupational medicine, aeromedical 
retrieval and transport, and aviation medicine, as well 
as providing a relevant programme for our research 
students in all streams. The venue is selected carefully according to where we have good local contacts 

who can facilitate interesting and relevant visits 
at minimal cost to you. We also work to make 
sure that the location is accessible, safe, and 
interesting. The last few years have seen us hold 
schools in Canada, Dubai, Scotland, New 
Zealand, and Portugal. In those courses, 
students have been into underground coal 
mines, altitude chambers, flight simulators, air 
traffic control towers and on flight lines at major 
airports and military air bases. They have been 
to 25,000 feet to experience hypoxia, have 
dangled under a rescue helicopter, have done 
emergency escape and fire training, and have 
seen a 

huge range of different work sites.   

Next year’s school is already organised for Kuala Lumpur in 
Malaysia, and looks like being one of our best programmes ever. 
The dates are confirmed as 23—30 May 2012, and KL is an easy 
place to get to, as well as a great launch point for a holiday 
before or after if you wish. The students who attend Residential 
Schools are typically those who enjoy the courses the most, and 
who perform the best in assessments. We think that attending a 
school at least every second year is a vital part of your Otago 
study programme and we work at making the content 
assessable. While there is always some tutorial content and time 
with your course teachers, the major emphasis is on the 
practical and sensory learning that is gained from relevant site 
visits. So I hope you are already making plans for the school in 
Malaysia next year. 

Bahman checks out the paint workshop at TAP Airlines, Lisbon 

Inside a stripped down plane at the TAP workshop, Lisbon 

Trying out the emergency exit 



A highlight of the Portugal 
Residential School 
Students in the aviation medicine and AeroRT streams 
had a unique opportunity to study the effects of 
acceleration first-hand at the residential school in 
Portugal this year. As an optional extra they were able 

to have a flight with a competition level aerobatics 
pilot in a Pitts Special or Extra high performance 
aircraft doing a range of manoeuvres over the 
spectacular Portuguese coastline. 

Participants were offered anti-nausea drugs on the bus 
on the way to Cascais Aerodrome and all returned 
from their flight triumphantly waving the empty plastic 
bag that had been provided as a back-up. Each flight of 
approximately half an hour included a stomach churning 
range of loops, rolls, dives and climbs that really 
demonstrated many of the principles taught in the 
aviation medicine papers.  

 

The Nomy Ahmed Award 
This is awarded annually at the Residential School to 
a student who has overcome difficulties in order to 
excel at their studies. It has been donated by Nomy, 
an ex student of the programme who is based in 
Dubai, and consists of a US$100 payment and a 
hand-blown glass trophy. This year’s winner was 
Rachel Tullet, a doctor based in Christchurch, 
whose studies have been affected by having to deal 
with the effects of the earthquakes which have been 
rocking the region for almost a year now. The 
photo shows the Director of the Unit, Rob 
Griffiths, presenting the trophy to her in 
Christchurch earlier this month. You can read more 
about the effects of the Christchurch earthquake on 
staff and students on the next few pages. 



Christchurch Earthquake 

As I’m sure you are aware that since the last issue of AvGas 
New Zealand was hit by a series of earthquakes based in 
Christchurch in the South Island. The first earthquake, 
measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale, struck on 4 September 
2010 at 4.35 in the morning. A lot of damage was sustained 
but very few injuries and no fatalities. The area continued to 
be rocked by aftershocks, culminating in one that measured 
6.3 on 22 February this year which caused further widespread 
damage, many injuries and 181 fatalities. Nearly a year after 
the first quake aftershocks continue on a regular basis, including a particularly large one in June which 
caused more damage and injuries. One of our staff members, Tim Rumball, lives in Christchurch and has 
written about his experience of the February quake and several of our students and a staff member were 
involved in rescue efforts in the days and weeks afterwards. One of them, Celeita Chippindale, a paramedic 
with the Wellington Free Ambulance, was in Christchurch when the quake struck and has also written of 
her experience. Their words tell the story of this time far better than I can… 

The Right Place at the Right Time? 
By Celeita Chippindale 

February the 22nd, 2011 was a lifetime experience I hope to never repeat. Why you may ask?  I had 
journeyed to Christchurch in my leave to complete an Advanced Paediatric Life Support Course, after 
enjoying a nice break away and some reflection time the week prior to the course I was feeling pretty great. 
It was the last day of the course, and we were completing our final assessments, when at 1251hrs, the fatal 
Christchurch earthquake struck. 

At the time I was in the Hotel Grand Chancellor - 
which we were told was 'the safest place to be in an 
earthquake' (quite light-heartedly at the beginning of 
the course). Within seconds of the shaking starting, we 
were all on the floor huddled into a group full of fear 
and covering our heads - this was not some small 
aftershock as I had grown to expect in my recent stay. 

I cannot tell you how long the shake was for, only that 
it was huge. In the room we were in the floor split in 
half and de-levelled itself, the plate glass window behind 
us smashed, there was dust and smoke everywhere. As 
soon as the shaking stopped, together as a group we 
made a plan, initially to stay where we were, however 
upon standing up and leaving the room to check on the 
rest of the group, it was evident we were not able to 
stay safely. 

From here on the continual drone of sirens began, and 
did not leave our ears until we reached the airport the 
following morning, 21 hours after the initial earthquake 
struck. 

Continued over page... 

The Hotel Grand Chancellor after the quake—Celeita’s 
room is circled. The hotel is now awaiting demolition 



Continued from previous page... 

After finding the internal staircase was impassable, we were thankful to find an external exit route, unblocked 
and able to lead us safely into the street (we later learnt that people were being winched off the top of the 
building as they were unable to get out). Once down on the road, I recall seeing the terror on others’ faces, 
even some of our own group of Doctors and Nurses were hysterical. We had to drag them down the street 
to stop them running into nearby buildings to try tending to those who were dead or dying. The first 
aftershock occurred while we were in the street, glass fell around us, more liquid poured out of the ground. I 
grabbed someone and ducked down next to a car, the only nearby solid object that I knew wasn't going to fall 
down. 

Once the shaking again stopped, we immediately made our way up Cashel Street, picking up people off the 
ground who were injured but to terrified to move. 

The first real stop the group made was at the Canterbury Television (CTV) building. Earlier that morning I had 
walked past it, standing proudly, now all it resembled was a pile of rubble, except we knew there were people 
in there - we could hear them calling. Instinctively I stopped, stood and looked around at what lay in front of 
me. My fellow course members were streaming toward the building wanting to help in any way possible. I 
knew if they continued onto that site they were serving themselves a death sentence. I proceeded to stop 
them running into this area, and some got very angry with me for doing so, 
however once firmly told they would be no help to anyone else if they 
were killed or injured they got the message and backed down. 

We picked up only one patient from that site - who we later found out to 
be Anne Malcolm (to those kiwis out there you will know this is Robyn 
Malcolm's mother (Robyn is a popular television and stage actress)) she 
became one of the faces of survival as when the building collapsed she had 
leapt out the window and rode the pile of rubble down to the ground. 

On from the CTV building we settled in to Lattimer Square, there were at 
least a thousand people there, many of whom were injured, some critically. 
Within the group we had a range of staff including those with Pre-hospital, 
Emergency Department and Surgical expertise, which the people of Christchurch should be extremely grateful 
for. I set about liaising with Police the best place to set up a triage and treatment area. They advised me to use 
whatever area I thought was safe and appropriate. With their assistance we cordoned off an area of the 
square, which became our home for the next 21 hours. 

Throughout this time, we saw and assessed hundreds of patients, many of whom were deceased. We 
designated a morgue area very early on, as people were bringing their friends and family down to us for aid 
within minutes of us arriving at Lattimer Square. Many were unsalvageable, and the decision to triage them out 
was made early, inline with the mass casualty incident triage that we had all been taught. I lost count of how 
many devastated families I told we were unable to help their loved ones. All we could do was let them sit with 
them, and hold them for their final moments in life. 

Finally after what seemed at least an hour or more, St John staff began to arrive - meanwhile we had set up 
shelters with tarpaulins we had acquired from a nearby fire appliance, found medical supplies (most of which 
had been brought to us by other people in the square who thought to grab their first aid kits as they 
evacuated their buildings), I also believe a visit to some nearby pharmacies with a ‘universal key’ was made so 
that we could get our patients at least some (albeit it very low level) analgesia and wound care. Once we had a 
warmer working area and more equipment to work with, we were deemed the medical treatment facility for 
the East of Christchurch. Our group was given the opportunity to leave if they wished, many left, however 
about 15 of us stayed.            Continued over page... 

Anne Malcolm is carried from the  
rubble by Celeita and her team 
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As the daylight dwindled into darkness, patient numbers from 
the community decreased, but those being removed from the 
CTV building increased. The biggest problem we had was 
patients with crush injuries, and nothing to treat them with. At 
our best we provided basic life support, IV access and analgesia, 
with some splinting and traction of limb injuries and cervical 
spine immobilization. As one of few familiar with the layout of 
the equipment, I was elected the cannulation queen, and 
ensured that no one was in pain to the best of my ability with 
limited resources. 

We saw our final patient from the CTV building at 0200hrs, 
one of my colleagues and I were escorted down to the CTV 
building site to treat the patient. We were briefed and 
instructed on what was necessary to treat this patient to allow 
extrication, including that our own safety would be at risk, and 
if there was any aftershock of significant size we would all be 
leaving the site and the patient would have to be left. My 
colleague had a rope tied around her waist as she went first 
into the collapsed building, and as I followed I made damn sure there was someone at the other end who 
could pull us out if we needed to!! I have never prayed so hard for my life and my colleague’s life to be 
spared. Although the patient had sustained a terrible crush injury to his leg, he was alive, and with our 
treatment survived. We delivered him to hospital just after 0220hrs, and he was awake and talking, with a 
large amount of analgesia on board, but ever thankful he was still alive. 

After turning up at the airport in trauma gowns and varying bits of everyone’s emergency services uniforms 
we were immediately identified by Air New Zealand as a medical team who needed to get home. Within 
fifteen minutes of arriving, I was on a flight home with no charge (thank you Air New Zealand), we boarded 
the plane walking as fast as we could. Once on the plane back to Wellington I cried. I didn’t stop crying until 
we had reached solid ground again. My employer sent a vehicle to the airport to pick myself and another 

colleague I had worked throughout the 
night with and took us straight back to 
our Ambulance headquarters to be 
debriefed with the Medical Director, 
service Priest and peer support 
workers. They provided excellent 
support and I commend them for it. I 
was given a weeks leave, and returned 
to work seven days later, only to work 
a night shift when a sizeable earthquake 
struck Wellington. Thankfully there was 
no damage to anything or anyone, and 
after the initial fright that I got when 
the earthquake struck, I was able to 
settle and continue working for the 
rest of the shift. 

The makeshift treatment area 

Celeita, in red, and the rest of the team 



The Christchurch Earthquake—A Personal Perspective  
By Tim Rumball 
It has been a peculiar few months in Christchurch. After the September 2010 earthquake for the most part 
things had settled back to something approaching normal, as although there were some people severely 
affected (including one of our staff members who lost her house) large tracts of the city were unaffected. 
From a work perspective there was disruption for only around a week following this earthquake, and a 
progressive return to normal work types and volumes happened reasonably quickly. That all changed with 
the February earthquake. At the time of the this earthquake I was driving, and in this situation it's not 
immediately obvious that an earthquake is occurring - although the car wobbled from side to side and up 
and down, the absence of the loud earthquake roar (which you can't hear inside a car) means it feels more 
like a flat tyre or mechanical fault than anything else. However when in my rear-view mirror I saw a brick 
building about 20m behind me tumble across the street, in the process crushing a car unfortunately 
containing someone peacefully eating their lunch (he died), it became clear that this was a proper 
earthquake, and not just one of the very frequent after-shocks we had become accustomed to.  

In the immediate moments after the earthquake there was confusion as people tried to understand how 
significant the earthquake was. Bear in mind that by then we had experienced hundreds of after-shocks, 
some of which were decent shakes, but for the most part these had not caused significant damage. Without 
question this one felt different, but it was not immediately clear just how bad it was. However over the next 
1-2 minutes it became clear that things weren't right, as phone lines became overloaded and liquefaction 
bubbled up through the ground. Like most other parents I immediately made for children's schools, but the 
roads became hopelessly congested within a very short period with people doing the same, so I ended up 
driving the short distance to home and then walking to pick up one child, before biking to pick up another. 
During these trips I went past substantial damage to roads and houses, and biked alongside a now swollen 
and dirty Avon River with large cracks through the ground alongside it. When I got to my daughter's school 
the radio was on, and it was then that we all learnt that the top of the Cathedral had fallen off, that buses 
had been crushed and people killed, and that there were large numbers trapped in collapsed buildings in the 
city. During this period, which was now about two hours, it had not been possible to contact Sara (my wife) 
as mobile phone services weren't working. Both Sara and my brother Chris work in the same practice as 
me, and I knew both were in the office at the time of the earthquake. Our office is on level 2 of a 4-level 
1970's concrete block 
building on the edge of the 
CBD, just around the corner 
from where it was clear 
there was immense damage 
and people killed. At this 
point it was impossible to 
find out what had happened 
to our building so as you can 
imagine there then followed 
a pretty nervous period of 
around two hours before 
Sara came in the door, 
having walked home as the 
roads were too congested. 

Continued over page... 
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For us the aftermath started then, and continues. As it turned out the building our office was in was still 
standing but had sustained some damage, though we were unable to access it anyway as it was within the 
CBD cordon. After a few days trying but failing to get our head around the magnitude of what had 
happened we had to turn our minds back to work issues, and we decided to cobble together a work office 
at our home for our staff. In combination with other people staying with us due to damage to their homes, 
and nowhere for the kids to go as schools were all shut, this made for a pretty busy house. Over the next 
few weeks/months our administration office moved twice more as the various short-term options became 
unsustainable. The five doctors in our practice all consulted from different locations around Christchurch, 
which made for a logistical nightmare as paperwork had to be at the right place for the right person at the 
right time. Work volumes dropped significantly for a period of a number of weeks, but this matched the 
substantial reduction in our ability to do work due to the huge inefficiencies that life in Christchurch meant 
at that time. The major stream of work during this period was that for large national companies. As an 
example, I work for New Zealand's biggest electricity generator and retailer, who had a large office in 
Christchurch which was destroyed, and as they are a core service and needed to keep running they 
relocated large tracts of staff to other cities. For me this meant considerable travel for me over the next 
few weeks, dealing with both existing health issues, e.g. managing a high risk pregnancy in someone 
displaced from Christchurch to a small town where maternity services aren't available, and identifying and 
managing the countless staff themselves affected by the earthquake and struggling with medical/psychosocial 
problems. 
 
This pattern continued for the next few weeks. We remained out of our office for a number of months, 
before somewhat reluctantly moving back. The reluctance was mainly around the fact that patients we were 
being referred were all directly affected in some way by the quake, and a number were reluctant to enter 
an office on level two of a 4-level 1970's concrete building (just the type that can sustain further significant 
damage and potentially fall down in the inevitable ongoing quakes) on the edge of the completely destroyed 
CBD. This was putting aside the very logistical issues of actually getting and parking there given all the road 
closures. As it transpires we were only in these offices for around three weeks, before the June earthquake 
occurred. At the time of that quake I was seeing a patient who had had a series of medical problems 
meaning they had very little vision and an unsteady gait, and trying to help them down the one set of stairs 
to the only exit from the building in the immediate aftermath of a decent shake confirmed to us that this 
was not the right place to be seeing patients, so we moved again. For Sara and I we were also very mindful 
that we shouldn't be working from this office at the same time, as we wanted to avoid any possibility of us 
both being caught there during another large earthquake when the building collapsed; this would have been 
unthinkable, bordering on paranoid, prior to February, but now we know that big earthquakes happen, and 
when they do buildings fall down and people get killed.  
 
Things have certainly improved since the February earthquake, mainly as the situation becomes more 
familiar, but life continues to be occupied with issues and considerations that in a different time and place 
would seem bizarre. Our work continues to fluctuate, especially referrals from agencies like insurance and 
rehabilitation companies; by contrast, work for companies continues to be reasonably consistent. 
 
Learnings: 
 
Old-style Occupational Medicine, where you have a relationship with a company so they know you and you 
know them, is gold - these companies have gone out of their way to be supportive. By contrast, referrals 
from agencies like insurance companies and rehabilitation organizations has been much more variable, and 
far too variable to sensibly use as a basis for a business/practice.  
 
Cloud-based electronic storage of information critical to the running of a business/practice is essential. We 
were unable to access our offices for some weeks, and a big contributor to being able to keep doing the 
bits of work we managed to keep going was that we had implemented web-based applications and storage 
of information. This was entirely fortuitous and nothing we take credit for, but it will now be a firm part of 
future planning. 



You’re Hired 
By Clive Tedd 
 
The internet search engine www.ask.co.uk, when 
asked ‘Aviation Medicine’ listed The Occupational 
and Aviation Medicine Department at the University 
of Otago NZ. In 2002 and 2003 I had done the crash 
courses at Kings in London hoping  to become an 
AV Med Examiner, and for the next four years did 
holiday locums for my mentor in Lincolnshire. Now 
in Spring 2007, I applied for another Special permit 
only to be told I needed to be ‘on the list’ and either 
needed an ATPL, Membership of a Royal College or 
the Diploma in Av. Med. 
 
The bar had been significantly raised. I was rather like the fox in the fable about the bunch of grapes. 
Yet the Otago Course offered the chance to continue earning as a GP locum whilst studying, It has a 
Commercial Aviation ethos and is eminently do-able with many practical applications and examples along the 
way. So a telephone call to Wellington and a series of conversations with Rob [Dr Evil] Griffiths and Katherine 
Harris led to my starting in the second semester of 2007. I was Katherine’s first student enrolment, hence this 
posting. 
 
Each semester has nine modules, three assignments and three or four audio conferences [ACs]. Vital to know 
what the course director thinks is important ie exam fodder. There is a spectrum of strategies; from doing 
addenda to what you already know or doing assignments on topics that you know less than the proverbial 
gnat’s cognitive arsenal. I chose the latter strategy and frankly struggled in my first two assignments and was 
close to quitting, something my genetic obduracy cries against. Then two things happened, well three really. I 
developed a card index for all the Essential Readings, well just the first ten for each module and a pink and blue 
card index , Pink for Definitions,  no, no not wiki ones, and a blue one for references and contacts for specific 
assignments. Besides that I re-read the rubrics. Well read them for the first time and realised that 2,000 to 
3,000 words means 2001-ish  rather than 3,500; sorry Pooshan. The student affairs officer, appropriately 
misnamed, advised I send her my first draft of the next essay and she would make comments. The most 
important being; hit the subject with accurate ordinance in the first sentence, and learn to use Mind Maps. 
Marks went up dramatically from 51% to the comfort zone of 70 %. Also I received my second DVD which 
this time was un-corrupted. Over and beyond that, the gaps in my technical skills were minimised by Geoff 
Helliwell who was a couple of years ahead of me and had his Occ Med company in the Scottish Borders. Bless 
you brother.  
 
The Residential Schools are vital and I do not know how colleagues manage without them.  The favours that 
organisers pull in are just out of this world, as my framed collages testify in my office hall. If you are looking for 
a job in the host country then you are likely to be head hunted. 
 
For distance learning students getting access to factories or airlines is very difficult as the local [to you]  
University will have all the contacts tied up. I often was asked, ‘are you on the Manchester course’ and when 
the reply was no, the lines shut down. Knowing this is important for if you phase your essays through the first 
eight weeks of the semester to leave plenty of revision time, any site visit for essay three has to be arranged in 
week one. I lost valuable marks on the aircraft kitchen essay as I was denied access to the airlines that still did 
in-flight catering from local airfields despite being briefed by a senior stewardess with US Air – sadly by email, 
not in person, and also spending a day with the design team for the Bombardier range and using their 
blueprints for a yet to be completed new intercontinental airbus. Sorry Sarah, I did try! 
 
The Residential school also has the graduate attendees, amongst whom Alpo is now a friendly face in the Far 
North and Rani, vital for finding your way through any strange city. Mention the name Rani and you are 
amongst friends.             Continued over page... 
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Distance learning is not cheap; you need reference books and even using several specialist libraries you will 
need to buy in and these are not for the financially challenged. Did I get the Dip Av Med? Well actually no –
ish. When I asked for the department to post me the carnet, Julie said it was assumed that I was going on to 
do the Masters. ‘But if I did not have the equipment to do so... !!!’ Bovine colour discrimination test passed. I 
now have to find my password for PIMS and see if I did get the Masters. As my dad used to say ‘did you 
manage to fool the examiners, son?’ Well I did manage to wheel in ‘the Double Bohr effect’ at long last: 
useful if you are a GP obstetrician in Micronesia. 
 
From here on I am willing to help people get started into the routine and am actively compiling an Article 
Database for an AvMed Journal reading club to cull CPD points out of what we are already doing without 
recognition [contributions gratefully received]. 
 
Highlights - as ever the Aviation and OccMed people who can’t be beaten in the friendliness and 
commitment stakes. Poignantly meeting up again with John Ernsting at Sterling, not knowing that in a few 
days he would have passed away. 
 
You now carry his mantle and so the opportunity is to do so, with the same charm and professionalism.  
Make your and others’ professional lives enjoyable. 
tedd@medicalbriefing.wanadoo.co.uk. 

 
 
Safety Tip—ALWAYS put the paint 
in the boot.  
The people in the blue car had a 25-
litre bucket of paint on the back 
seat.   
 
 

The ambulance driver wouldn't let the 
paramedic out of the ambulance  
because she couldn't stop laughing - he 
said it wasn't professional.  



Student Profile—Gener de los 
Santos 

 
It was 12 years ago, on my second year of working 
ER duties in the suburban hospitals at home, when a 
friend asked if I can work for him to operate the 
medical clinics of an industrial site.  
 

The 
place 
was in a remote forest; located 18 hours by rough 
terrain—one hour by helicopter ride from the city.  
 
I distinctly remember the harsh tropical typhoons with 
several near-miss incidences evacuating patients by 
chopper—but I also remember the pristine and virginal 
forest with clouds settling in camp in the mornings, -- the 
latter won me over to stay for three years! It was, at the 
time, the biggest Multipurpose Irrigation and Hydroelectric 
Energy and Power of its kind in the country with 3,000 
workers working 24/7 and I was to operate one of the 

two main clinics serving the workers at site. The 
plant impacted the region to supply the major 
electricity needs of the cities. 
 
Since then, I gravitated towards helping operate the 
medical facilities of several remote site industries in 
what I consider to be some of the harshest places: an 
Oil and Gas and Airport project in the sub-Saharan 
Desert in Libya, an Oil and Gas plant south of the 
Philippines, a very remote gold mine in sub-zero 
Mongolia, a mobile Oil and Gas seismic survey 
project in South Vietnam. 
 
I now work in remote West Africa, helping to 
operate the medical clinic during construction of a Gas-To-Liquids facility. Due to its remote location, 
the only way to the jobsite is by a long boat ride by barge or by plane/helicopter which is operated by a 
contractor under the owner’s Aviation Department. The clinic serves a population of more than 7,000 
multinational workers. As with previous sites I’ve worked at, the medical facility was an outcrop of the 

company’s strong HSE culture with an 
intensely pro-active HSE department 
anticipating the welfare of its workers.  
 
The robust Occupational and Aviation medical 
course in Otago University meets the 
subspecialty background I require in the type 
of work I have gravitated into.  
 
I always look forward to the Residential 
Schools held in the various cities in the globe 
and hope to meet up once again with the 
school staff, hopefully in KL this May!  



Case Study 
By Charlotte Bennett 
 
We undertook our first combined Obstetric and Neonatal transfer last week. 
I went out on a 50 hour mission with an obstetrician to Almaty, Kazakhstan 
to rescue a dear lady who was 29 weeks pregnant with ruptured membranes 

and chorioamnionitis. Had the Lear in double 
stretcher configuration with the neonatal incubator 
system on board. Mum delivered in the clinic soon 
after we arrived. No option to be able to move her 
prior to delivery and no recourse to caesarean 
section, there was a compound presentation and 
cord prolapse requiring internal version and breech 
extraction. Sally (obstetrician) was a star – mum had 
intact perineum and no PPH. Baby resuscitated and ventilated, surfactant/umbilical 
lines etc. Weighed 1.3 kg and managed to keep him warm - should probably take 
out shares in transwarmers! (didn’t quite have to resort to my default hot water 
bottle – but close!) Flew back into UK air space with a message from NATS 
wishing us well on the final leg, which was lovely. Baby now back in UK Perinatal 
centre. Extubated and feeding with normal head scan (no IVH). Mum much better. 
 

I have to confess - hard work but also absolutely amazing and phenomenal team effort. We managed to keep 
the spirits up and there were a lot of laughs. Pilots were 
fabulous, Ops guys fantastic, Med team back at base helping 
out with phone calls / keeping receiving hospital updated etc 
… it was quite an undertaking. 
 
Highlights of the adventure 

Getting an emergency travel document for baby was fun! 
Getting out of the country proved exciting and certainly 

more difficult than getting in! 
Emergency re-intubation on hands and knees on the 

tarmac in Russia, in the dark, with head torches and 
using a corral of Russian security officials as a wind 
break – changes your perspective on a lot of things! 

 
Photo of ‘Wilbur’ in action attached and my makeshift resuscitaire!  Little ‘Sky’ bear obviously a key player in 
the team! 
 
Bazza had shingles.  

Here's what happened to him... 

Bazza walked into a doctor's office and the receptionist asked him what he had. Bazza said: 'Shingles.'  

So she wrote down his name, address, Medicare number and told him to have a seat.  

Fifteen minutes later a nurse's aide came and asked Bazza what he had. 

Bazza said, 'Shingles' So she wrote down his height, weight, a complete medical history and told Bazza  

to wait in the examining room.  

A half hour later a nurse came in and asked Bazza what he had. Bazza said, 'Shingles.' So the nurse gave 

Bazza a blood test, a blood pressure test, an electrocardiogram, and told Bazza to take off all his clothes 

and wait for the doctor.  

An hour later the doctor came in and found Bazza sitting patiently in the nude and asked Bazza what  

he had.  

Bazza said, 'Shingles.' The doctor asked, 'Where?' 

Bazza said, 'Outside on the truck, where do you want me to unload 'em?'  



 

Dates for your Diary… 
 

1 August 2011  Enrolments for 2012 open 

31 Aug-3 Sept 2011 ASA + FNA 23rd Scientific Meeting in Perth, Australia 

    http://www.aeromedconference.org.au/ 

1-4 September 2011 ANZOM Conference in Wellington—http://www.anzsom.org.nz/conference2011 

26 October 2011 AVMX714 examination 

2 November 2011 AVMX716 examination 

5 November 2011 Aeromedical Symposium, Waikato Hospital 

9 November 2011 AVMX718 examination 

10 December 2011 Closing date for new students to enrol for 2012 

10 December 2011 Medicine Graduation Ceremony in Dunedin 

17 December 2011 Health Sciences Graduation Ceremony—please let us know if you plan on attending 
    either ceremony in person 

15 January 2012  Closing date for returning students to enrol for 2012 papers 

27 February 2012 Semester One starts 

23-30 May 2012  Residential School, Kuala Lumpur 



 

Conference 2011 
1 September 2011 - 4 September 2011 
Wellington Clinical School of Medicine, 23A Mein Street, Newtown, Wellington, 
New Zealand 
The Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational Medicine celebrates 40 years in 2011. We are 
excited about our combined NZ and Australian Federal scientific ANZSOM meeting for 2011. 
 
ANZSOM is one of a number of occupational medical Societies worldwide. The Society of Occupational 
Medicine in the UK (which recently celebrated 75 years), the Society of Occupational Medicine in Ireland, and 
the Malaysian Society of Occupational Health Physicians are just a few. 
 
These Societies are united by a common approach which includes working with other health professionals 
and being innovative in resolving occupational health problems. 
 
This year’s conference will be entitled “The Challenge: A Healthy and Safe Workplace”. The conference will 
be held in Wellington on 1st - 4th September at the Wellington Clinical School of Medicine (University of 
Otago), Mein St, Newtown, Wellington. 

Keynote speakers 
Dr Ron Loeppke 
Vice Chairman, Board of US Preventive Medicine, United States of America. 
Prof Des Gorman 
Executive Chairman, Health Workforce New Zealand. 
Prof Jeroen Douwes 
Director, Centre for Public Health Research, Massey University. 
Mr Paul Jarvie 
Manager, Occupational Health and Safety, Employers and Manufacturers Association (northern). 
Mr Les Heads 
S.H.E manager, Pacific National Rail. 
Prof Tar-Ching Aw 
Chair, Department of Community Medicine 
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, United Arab Emirates University, Dubai. 
 
For further information see http://www.anzsom.org.nz/conference2011  
  

ANZOM 
New Zealand 


